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Richard Kostelanetz
From Lovings (a book in progress)

Figuring that other mothers in town might find the
information invaluable, she kept a master
card catalogue of her son's sexual conquests.

I climaxed, even though I tried not to.

Denise M. Sklar

Funeral

through words

(for Elaine)

and love
lifting

digging
copper colored soil

WOODED PLACE

tossed on her pine box
and a rose
layer upon layer
soil and roses slide
pile up haphazard
beautiful
and feet on earth pray

as tears fall
under a blue clouded sky
with planes passing

The moon is
white full now
and there is nowhere
else to go
sticks crack and rub
fire small circle
of rocks
black night
the smell of coffee grounds
in a beat up potI am in the wooded
place deep
and no longer
waiting

deep drone
cutting

but sometimes I think
you are coming.

Amanda Tumminaro

Repose
She was planted like a chrysanthemum
in the swoop of her chair.
And I, with my dry bread, my legs shaped
the sofa I sat in.
Our silence hung there by a fish hook.
It was a bubble with a multicolored gleam,
ready to be popped by the breath of a child.
The child is dead, the child is dead,
but the repose lives on.
She was a very sorrowful creature I wanted to inch my way into her grey matter,
try on her spectacles for a change.
But I could not.

Changming Yuan
Coupling
His presence is falling upon me
More forcefully than a summer shower
Downpouring right from heaven. Everywhere
My mind wanders around will hung
A rainbow high above my absence
It is this wet metaphor that has balanced
All the yang elements in my heart with the yin
Ones outside my bloated selfhood

Ace Boggess
Trying Again After Many Years
our middle-age bodies strain to points &
shudder like flags in a thunderstorm
they move unnatural & sideways
circus tigers dancing from the whip
then disappear for instants at a time
as when we were younger
when we sang them ballads
serenading from beneath a pedestal
we collapse together
as though we may never stand again
there in stillness of the afterworld
forgiving the gone its returning
please tell me how to exorcise those ghosts
that smother us later in another room
Best Cinematography
the young blonde wants her lover to film her when she lowers herself
lower meaning the physical as with the victim in a dunking booth &
metaphysical: soul fingers tearing dark soil between here & the grave
she wants to be the star A-lister hotsy-totsy kiss blower
but the camera keeps drifting along a panoramic of the ceiling
or across scorched plains where carpet consummates a marriage with wall
so rich you almost smell the dust & plaster
so perceptive emotions burst through empty angles
there is a cat in the window or shadow of a tree in the shape of a cat &
there: some child’s toy perhaps a weary action figure roughly spent
how does this man make delicate choices with his head full of syrup
his arms tense as if he met a mugger on the walk?
he has struggled with fine edges between banal
belligerent & bright until now the final scene: a man’s shoe
a simple brown loafer under a stool as the cameraman like Hitchcock
gives this ultimate image without the release of explanation

Craig Kurtz

Nostalgia for the Unknown
I might be overstating
the unspoken
when I suggest
the best-kept secret
is the one we keep
from ourselves;
it’s unobvious.
The interosculation here
is undefined;
the tensibility
of this association
is a puzzlement
we’ve chosen to stay
unformulated.
There’s a lamination
on the landscape
we inhabit
made of parallel
measurements;
these are acknowledged
unobtrusively.
In this dialectical interstice
there exists
hints of cohesiveness
that are allusive
yet unmentioned;
and this “we” (although evocative)
befits only if you agree.

Isabel DeBre
A Child Flies Kites on the Beach
Red grating sky
strings like lifelines
on my mother’s palm

Trees at crimson distance
meat color
menstrual

Or stained knots of tissue
when she first
shaved my knees

During pink
gave goodnights her
veins zodiacal maps

And my kite
like a tooth in a mouth full of
glass

Ever loosening
to pull
away.

Alonza Salter
Can I Get Some Cheese with my Moscato?

Emily Strauss
Summer in Macao
The shop girl leaned forward smiling
confident of her English, “it’s raining
dogs and cats,” she shouted as the torrent
poured across the steep streets washing
away the accumulated debris, making
small waterfalls as it cascaded down
stairways, I forged a raging stream at
the corner, my feet and sandals soaked
but clean now, people huddled under
cover of balconies and awnings to wait
out the worst minutes, clutching wet
pants' legs out of reach of the downpour
eying the thick black clouds wearily
scooters flying by, drivers shrouded
in blue plastic, school children in crisp
white uniforms and black knee socks
stepping neatly under huge umbrellas
a newsstand draped in more plastic
I climb the hill to my hotel room
one sleeve soaked, gather my bags
to leave, missing this city already.

Discomfited
I watch the waters swirl
darkly, carrying sediment
or blood, just as once I watched
a sheep slaughtered in a street
and took warm heart
and lungs home to grill
in the roof-top brazier
knowing its eyes now white
see only bones
but I won't watch her slack
mouth, limp hand and leg
nodding in her wheelchair
before lunch, the non-gestures
hurt, faint masked smell
lingering back in the car
her voice slow and garbled
no I can't see this now
nor that disabled caller
begging to re-connect
resigned to four walls
and a television
I must answer my phone
send a text message
secure a virtual coupon
update my day's affairs
for complete strangers—
anything but face my bare
hands or their eyes, sheep
or man, my discomfort—
I am discomfited
disconcerted
dislodged
unhinged
by these swirling faces
and hands as if my own
will detach suddenly
leaving me unprepared
to touch the truth.

The Woman Imagined
I must be the woman she imagines
I am when she says I enter her house
filthy— a spot of chocolate shows
on my pants from eating a candy bar
to stay awake while I drove over
three passes and 400 miles of high
empty desert to visit her
I tried to stay clean the whole way
but failed, so now I'm that dirty girl,
pitiful daughter who can never look
nice, but when I apply red lipstick
she mocks it, saying— you wear
that stuff?— so I can't win.
Maybe I should wear chocolate
around my mouth, paint my fingers red,
dye my hair brilliant green, wrap myself
in mismatched flowing scarves, let
stains show on my white blouses—
anything not to be the one she imagines
even beyond three mountain ranges
in clear skies, so predictable that she
can say — I knew you'd wear
that old thing— when I just went out
and bought this new dress.

Louis Staeble
Light

Todd Osborne
Entropy
Why show your work?
Every answer goes back
to zero
eventually. All rivers flow back into the sun.
The dust piled to the sky
in plastic covers
will not persevere. Your clutch will be severed.
Your mother’s ashes are ready
now.
Spread them on every coast
and follow them into the deep. Be one with eels and gills emerging,
light protruding between your brows, teeth becoming incisors
coated with steel. Close your eyes. Here: everyone’s blind
and they speak in a language we’ve forgotten. Irrational numbers are understood.
They help us feel better on nights when we don’t sleep. And the darkness doesn’t quit: it has a
job to do.
When we need to take the trash out we just open our mouths until our gills give up. We float
until we feel shore.

Alexandra Honaker
Monk’d be Blue, so I’ll be Satin

Coquetry
Steal a girl

Blue carried away Somethings

and steel a woman

of spit and sex and pluck.

evermore— or

only a curve so jigged

seasonally wretched.

would milk the nights’ dew
send honey-tongued swingers swinging

Deed wrecked garden

It could only be jazz.

with sin-tempt instead of fruit

mortally, anyway, called it

that was fruit, Man,

and mad to all but the madmen

not to be conceded

and those who paint with oil,

girlish open legs.

for players the same
‘s an insatiable want

Both tasted fruit and garden;

to keep thick things

he let the snake in Now

off the ground.

the clap’s
hers and her.

“Sister, pick up your skirt and talk to your
preacher”

Kristi Beisecker
Pine Needles

Roger Smith
a chestnut tree as universe
their porch is a city of demure
inside grumbling chestnut’s shade
the boy has worn the grass away
with his toy Heil truck
his Hess gas 18-wheeler
a smoking car built the driveway late afternoon
the car disappeared into a faded barn
and then came the man’s voice
a big disappointed hand in his hair
a stooped man too
who could bend all the more
from the weight of the earth
he exhaled
the war that inserted via radio
if his wife had been alive and waiting
he would have kissed her
they would have made more babies
the shade would become less silent

Susan Dale

Slices of Reflections

Catching up with myself
Walking in emptiness
*****
Trying to see
What always
I knew
*****
Waiting for life
to tell me
What I need to know
*****
A leaf-covered river
Carries time
To another shore

Nels Hanson

Aria
The music didn’t make the news

heard before you recall a chorus

but drifted like perfumed smoke

the world mislaid. Children hum

from forest, meadow, small farm,

its tune by heart without surprise,

town, city, murmuring. Just then

their parents afterward, listening,

did you hear it? Stray westerly at

so many wept. Among the great

dawn, rising, now falling, silently,

a few recanted and broke down

presaging neither drought or rain?

and most adamant chose suicide,

Cottonwood and nest intact, dark

a life’s work for naught. Others

leaves whisper the muffled lines

burned their books, money, fine

you later half recollect in dream

cars. Rich walked barefoot into

all day you’ll savor, lips shaping

streets, hands clamped to ears at

to return a stranger’s kiss. Birds

lyrics set to graceful instruments

understood, answered once and

the animals play in time, on key,

flew to spread a song you never

outside the story’s fire-lit cottage.

Josh Anthony
Modern @2

Everyone’s shaking, not from
nerves, just a need to
breathe the air outside,
it’s constraint, these
bonds that keep us
safe, thoughts drift
to dates, present switches
into a rift, future
becomes an apple seed
you can miss. I’m holding
my breath trying to kiss the air;
an attempt to stay here
while moving forward
three steps. My hands
could be my grandfathers,
my grandfather could
have my hands.

James Jackson
Belief

my heart has fingers
which sift through
your hair, ice-cold in the
daylight
you sing to me
"what do you believe in?"
i believe in
my tongue: suspended
from the roof of my mouth

Louis Staeble
Dead Reckon

Haley Johnson
Peeling Back Walls
Adelaide wants to dip her skin in liquids, specifically ink. Her friends tell her tattoos will resolve
this desire, but it is really about submersion in thickened color. About being something that is not quite
flesh.
She cannot have this submersion, cannot free her body out of its skin frame and spill out into the
pools. She only has the ability to walk into walls. She has tired of paint and is currently occupied with
wallpaper, more a relic in the current world. It is much like reading minds because she dwells in that
which is not considered a listening ear and people very often speak aloud. It is through the aged orange
paper of sailboats that Adelaide has learned that Benjamin, with his swarthy smiles and hipster hornrimmed glasses, would drown her and kiss her.
Benjamin, as the role of the boy that Adelaide thought had a working brain of gears belied by his
grey eyes. But really, he would do those things and fail to give her a single inky word to hold on to. But
she cannot confront him about this, because he cannot know that she knows this and that he hates his
orange walls. And this is disappointment.
She could strip the orange and discover the under of the wall.
Oranges peeled so that scent can be infused into flesh. And flesh to wallpaper so that rooms too
can manage their own fragrance. Would this wallpaper-flesh be enough not like flesh? Papery enough to
hold ink?
Adelaide’s blonde hair dipped in red dye. Her momentary fusions with wallpaper are enough like
being inky that when she wakes up everyone morning, she decides not to kill herself.

It is clock hands past midnight as she dwells in Benjamin’s room. She meant to leave much
earlier but dozed off in the bask of the sun and now he is still awake and thus she has no means of escape.
He masturbates. Skeet blanket readily at hand.
Adelaide wants to vomit, his flesh all there, so exposed. Then, she nearly chuckles at the thought
of bile coming out of a wall. Then, she wants badly to laugh so that he might think he is being haunted.
Then, she moves across the wall to where the headboard meets and his movements send vibrations
shocking through her.
And then she inhales too sharply, gasps for the sound, and the female voice has been enough for
Benjamin to release. The unexpected means that the blanket is not grabbed in time and he is covered in
his semen. So that ink no longer sounds like a beautiful coating, so that Benjamin is finally recognizing
the laugh of Adelaide, so that she steps out, stares down at him, and walks out the door.
Tomorrow, with the ink desire ruined, she might finally experiment with brick and set herself
permanently in stone.

Cannon Roberts
Misplaced Sexual Hubris

When our professor brought in the first nude model of the year, we acted underwhelmed.
We said we were glad to be looking at something else besides moldy bowls of fruit and pitchers
of water with a flower wilting on the tray, but really, every one of us wanted to stare at a naked
lady for an hour. Girl, guy, straight, gay, it didn’t matter. This was the first time any of us had
been given permission to stare at a body sans clothing – a body not on a screen or page. Even at
strip clubs or in brothels, the women aren’t asking people to openly stare at them for an hour and
pick out every curve and roll and imperfection, then publicly comment on a piece of canvas. That
experience is reserved for the artist. And maybe people with the right fetish.
The guys acted as if they had seen plenty of naked women in person. They said this was
normal. They were artist so women dropped their panties all the time. This was a lie, of course.
Maybe they were as suave as they claimed but they averted their eyes as soon as the model took
her robe off, exposing, if not their lack of experience, their misplaced sexual hubris. In fact, no
one in the class was watching the model as she stepped onto the little stage and found a
comfortable position on the wooden chair. The floor had suddenly become enthralling, pencils
needed to be reordered with great precision, conversations could not be stalled or eye contact
broken with one’s neighbor even though there was rarely any talking before class when a lamp,
rocking horse, and dismembered mannequin were on the little stage.
I wasn’t any better. I realize that now. At the moment, I told myself I was an observer of
the human condition, a bystander psychoanalyzing the people who couldn’t see they were never
present in any one particular moment. But I was blushing. I was as awkward and uncomfortable
as everyone else in that room. The irony, however, is that I had seen plenty of naked people.

My mother, Nancy, is an artist. Though was an artist might be a more accurate phrase.
She calls herself a pre-apocalyptic post-impressionist. No one knows what that means and the
critics haven’t been too kind for the last decade. She did well when I was younger. Usually, she
had shows in LA, New York, or London every couple of years. We lived in Austin during the
school year and Santa Fe during the summers. Spent Thanksgiving, spring break, and Memorial
Day in Manhattan. Labor Day and July 4th in LA. She was huge in the eighties when she didn’t
give a shit and her works looked effortless and unforced. Her stuff still sells, but not in the major
art centers. The annual trips are long gone. She keeps a gallery open in Taos which does pretty
good business, though, during the last decade most of her orders have come from Hong Kong.
When I was in elementary, Nancy would quiz me before history tests or Spanish quizzes
while working in her studio. Throughout my adolescence, I would answer questions about the
Alamo and Sam Houston while a dark haired woman with big nipples and hairy arms lounged
ten feet away from us. As I got older, the women became more grotesque, though my mother
called them “fabulously ordinary.” They were less attractive, heavier, hadn’t bathed in four days.
One lady didn’t have an arm and pointed her stub at Nancy and me for three weeks.
I was never supposed to stare at any of these models. Nancy would smack me on the back
of the head if my gaze lingered too long. She would claim I was being crude. Once I was in high
school, the study parties ended and Nancy began to focus on the male form. She was obsessed
with Manet’s “Olympia” and was determined to create a modern day version that shocked the
public like no painter had been able to do in fifty years.
“A male looking startled and vulnerable is as shocking in today’s society as a woman
blatantly gazing back at her onlookers in the nineteenth century,” Nancy said repeatedly as I tried

to get her to sign some permission slip or progress report while a skinny, drug-addled tweaker
stood half way out of my shower waiting for Nancy to finish so he could get another hit before
passing out under the Congress Avenue bridge.
I may have been in the presence of an abundant number of naked people twice my age,
but until that first figure study in forms class, I had never been invited to openly gaze and stare.
So in class, I looked away like everyone else as the model laid her robe on the edge of the stage.
When the professor started the time, we quickly grabbed our pencils and looked up.
I spent most of my college career trying to develop my own style and method which, for
the most part, went against everything my mom had taught me. I was spontaneous, didn’t think
or ponder, just put lines on the page. I ended up with a lot canvases covered in brown colored
blobs and sketch pads with smudgy forms that looked vaguely like people and specifically like
Wookies. But I was getting better and my style was starting to develop in spite of my lack of
effort. I felt Nancy had worked in a similar manner at one time, in the eighties, when she was
successful. As she aged, she took fewer risks, she became safe while wanting even more to
produce edgy, subversive works of art.
“Take your time,” Nancy would say.
“Understand the vibrations the person is sending to you, your canvas, your brush,” she
said.
“Imagine yourself covering the entire canvas before you ever dirty your fingers with
charcoal or ink.”

Everything Nancy said came back to me when I saw the model. I placed my pencil on the
easel. Nancy’s models could be drawn in only one way, their personalities over powered any
nuance or subtly she could have found in their faces. The woman on the stage, however, was
professional. Her attitude and worldview left with her clothes.
I had seen this woman in local commercials for car lots in Round Rock and trendy
boutiques south of the river. She was a cheerleader my freshman year – almost six years ago – so
I was the only one who remembered her. She was shaven and clean with clearly defined abs and
breasts that were just a little too round and energetic for me to be confident they were real. I was
required to stare at her for the rest of class. The experience was disconcerting.
I wouldn’t say drawing a figure study was as intimate as sex, but that first experience
contained something that most sexual encounters, at least my sexual encounters, never
possessed. There was an eroticism that humping under the covers lacked. My high school
girlfriend was a prude with typical religious guilt and we never had real, grown-up sex. Our
bouts involved at least sixty percent of our clothes staying on and if someone didn’t finish within
ten minutes, the Holy Ghost caught up to her and activities were brought to a stop. My girlfriend
in college would prance around the dorm room in her underwear. I at least saw her body, knew
what she looked like, had a few sketches. But the sex was always under the sheets, eyes closed,
lights off. Outside of those relationships, I was always at least half drunk and one of us left
before the sun came up. There wasn’t a whole lot of staring done. I couldn’t have described most
the girls’ faces, let alone draw pictures of their bodies. If I had stopped one of the girls I met on
Sixth Street and asked her to disrobe so I could stare for an hour before we started to make love
at one another, she would have walked out and I would have ended up on the creep list, the do-

not-hit-this list, the fisting-pooping-peeing-and-other-such-nonsense list. If I didn’t look during
class, I would fail.
I stared at this beautiful woman four times that semester. I tried my hardest to capture the
beauty of her figure, the softness of her skin, the way her eyes unabashedly watched each artist
watching her. She had a great curve at the top of her right thigh that could only be seen when she
was standing, her left leg slightly forward, and her weight resting on the ball of her right foot.
We were given eight minutes for each pose that first class. Time was gradually taken away until
we only had thirty seconds per pose and had to use charcoal, which tends to smudge and smear
and make drawings incomprehensible. That was our final: ten sketches in five minutes with one
piece of charcoal. I made an A, but failed all my other classes and was promptly kicked out of
school.
I defined my entire six-year, degreeless, college career by those four sessions. By the end
of March, I knew the semester was hopeless and quit going to all my classes expect form studies.
I started creating fantastical narratives about falling in love with the model who took pity on a
sixth year senior with an artist’s heart. She would agree to model for me privately. Our sittings
would end with maddening sex that was initiated by the hours-long staring sessions. Eventually,
I would be able to draw her foot, her navel, her elbow pit with my eyes closed. I would be the
artist and she my muse like Mona Lisa and Leonardo, like Andy Warhol and whoever it was that
followed him around.
After the final, I offered the model fifty dollars for a sitting. I explained that I was being
kicked out of school and wouldn’t have access to models until I could get my GPA up at some
community college. If she didn’t say yes and fall in love with me, I figured she would give me

that look that said I was the biggest creep she had seen in the last month. I could handle this look.
I got the look often when I was out drinking. I told myself these women didn’t understand the
nature of the artist. They could not comprehend my passion, my appreciation for life and human
connection. Instead, the model gave me these sad eyes that said I was so pathetic she could only
feel sympathy for me. She laughed and patted my head since she was still standing on the stage.
The classroom was emptying out and she joined the general flow of students, but turned back to
me. My heart jumped like I was still in junior high. I got an erection like I was still in junior
high.
“You’re too old to be trying that,” she said and left the room.
I’ve since admitted to myself that she was right. I’ve also admitted that failing out of
school was due to my laziness, not my artist’s heart. While I was in the midst of self-denial and
pity, though, Nancy suggested I go to Taos with her. If I felt the need to have a job, I could be
her assistant but she thought we should both focus on our art. She was sure her models in Taos
would sit for me. I wasn’t convinced of any part of this proposal but had few choices at this
point. On the phone, I suggested I run the gallery instead. She agreed without mentioning the
massive flaw in our plan, a girl named Sunflower already ran the gallery.
“Yes, but why can’t two people run it?” Nancy asked over the phone.
Nancy doesn’t really understand business. She suggested we could expand to multiple
store fronts so there would be a demand for two gallery managers. I explained she didn’t have
the customer base to expand, not even to open a second place in Santa Fe or Ruidoso. Since I
was such an entrepreneur, she said I could act as her agent instead. Her third agent had dropped
her in as many years. This was a valid plan, more solid than being her assistant and less

redundant than being a co-manager. I knew I wouldn’t be able to increase her shows or buyers,
but I could use her past success to get to know gallery owners and art dealers. Her name still had
recognition even if her new pieces weren’t sellable. I could get my foot in the door and start
showing these contacts my work. I would use my mom’s work as leverage, promising to not
show them another one of Nancy’s nudes if they looked at a couple of my pieces.
We left for New Mexico the second week of May. All my stuff fit in two trash bags. I had
no idea what Nancy had been working on the last few months so somewhere between Littlefield
and Muleshoe, I asked about her new projects. To my surprise, she had been teaching art classes
at the YMCA. She despised her students who were either over the age of sixty or under twelve.
“They have no vision. No understanding of shade and light. No desire to express
something real. I, on the other hand, have found my Olympia.”
I didn’t want to hear what this was. She couldn’t have gone anywhere good after one
armed women and naked drug addicts. I stayed quiet but she went on.
“The female orgasm.”
“You found the female orgasm?” I asked.
“I’m not finding the female orgasm, I’m capturing it,” she said, taking a hand from the
steering wheel to snatch an imaginary orgasm that was floating around the car. “What is our
society more afraid of than women taking responsibility for their own pleasure?”
“Terrorist, swine flu, abortion doctors, gay Communist Jew Nazis.”
“No,” Nancy said. “A female being unashamed to bring herself to climax.”

“Masturbation?”
Nancy quit trying to explain and, instead, handed me her phone. She had several sketches
and two unfinished paintings of women sitting on a washing machine, bracing themselves, with
looks that varied from severe pain to mild amusement. None of these pictures said ecstasy or
orgasm or climax. Nancy explained that she was having a hard time deciding whether or not her
subject should be looking out or up or down.
“Orgasms also happen very quickly,” she said. “That makes them very hard to capture.”
“I’m aware of the quick and elusive nature of the female orgasm,” I said with only slight
discomfort.
“Don’t be crude, child.”
Throughout that summer I kept walking into the cabin to find Nancy sitting on the
washing machine. She was always fully clothed and looked concerned. Half the time the washing
machine wasn’t even running. I would be mid-conversation before remembering she was sitting
there as a way to research washing machine orgasms. She said I shouldn’t feel strange about the
situation, she wasn’t actually reaching climax. I would leave anyway. Nancy never did perfect
her washing machine piece.
The situation at the gallery didn’t go as poorly as I had assumed. Sunflower, who was
now going by Becky, was on her way out and looking for a replacement. She fired the second
trainee the week before we arrived, so I had a job with little conflict. I remembered Sunflower
being older when my mother hired her over ten years ago, but I guess everyone is old in the eyes
of a fourteen year old. I was expecting one of the white haired hippies with a VW bus that

populate much of northern New Mexico. I introduced myself to the cute lady in her thirties
standing behind a glass case of magnets and other knickknacks and said I was looking for
Sunflower. The lady said she was Becky and we talked for fifteen minutes about the gallery and
sales and the buyer from Hong Kong. I told her we should go get dinner when she gets off work
since Sunflower wasn’t going to show up. Becky agreed that we should first catch up since I
hadn’t gone through puberty the last time she saw me. I should have noticed the name change
earlier.
“You should really take some business classes at the university before taking over the
gallery,” Becky said over tacos and beer.
“Here?” I asked, incredulous. “I was at UT. Why would I leave there and go to the
University of New Mexico? Taos.”
“You’re kidding, right. You failed out after six years. Boy, get a clue.”
I made fun of her for using the term get a clue. I said she had been locked in a cabin
smoking pot for too long. I told her she couldn’t understand my motivations since she was a
hippie just now realizing she had to get along in the real world, that if she understood quality
education she would never suggest I go to UNM – Taos. I finished my tirade and leaned back in
my chair feeling smug and sucking on my beer as a victory lap. Becky chewed on her bottom lip
until she calmed down, then explained that she had actually received degrees in business and art
history from Austin College, one of the few places in Texas harder to get into than UT. She
received those degrees in four years with a 4.0. She had also increased my mother’s sales by no
less than three percent each year and by ten percent in 2003. This despite the fact that Nancy’s
work was becoming less and less popular and she hadn’t impressed a critic since the Clinton

administration. Yes, she was realizing she had to leave her hippie nonsense and go out to the real
world, but that wasn’t going to be a problem since she was getting an executive position at a
company in Huntsville, Texas, and would be positioned to move into a VP role in five years. She
walked out leaving me to pay for our meals, but I didn’t have eight dollars or a means of
transportation. I called Nancy, who had to come into the restaurant to pay the tab, then give me a
ride back to the cabin.
The next morning I signed up for two summer courses – Intro to Business Management
and Intermediate Accounting. I took intro to accounting my sophomore year, so Becky was
wrong about one thing. I went into the gallery with two coffees, a printed schedule, and an
apologetic face I practiced in the mirror that morning. Becky unlocked the door for me and took
the piece of paper out of my hand as I walked in. She laughed, patted my face, and took both
cups of coffee for herself. That was the end of the tension. I quit being an ass and Becky took
that first lunch as a learning experience. We actually started to get along and pretty soon were
going out for dinner and drinks after work and later we started watching movies in her apartment
above the gallery. There aren’t very many young people in Taos during the summer so we were
the entirety of each other’s social circle. We would smoke two bowls with our dealer who would
try to convince us he was younger than forty before he put a bag with an eighth on the table. We
would hand him money and he would leave.
I found myself sketching Becky’s face on the paper I was supposed to be using for my
accounting homework. I kept these sketches hidden. They were quick, not the quality work I
would show off. Half of them were on graph paper. Besides, drawing someone every day for a
month without their knowledge is pretty creepy. Like that kid in junior high who drew vaginas
all over his notebook. Every year Randy’s Trapper Keeper would be stolen, the pages ripped out,

and the most detailed drawings passed around the school. I should have known Becky would find
me out.
Usually, I would draw her when she was across the room. I was posted at the ill-used
cash register while she sat at the computer tucked away in the corner. I put the drawings away if
she moved or a customer came in. I pulled out one of my earliest sketches to work on the shading
when Becky went to eat lunch in her apartment upstairs. I was avoiding a particularly tedious
homework assignment and didn’t hear her come down the stairs. She walked up behind me and
offered to help with my homework.
“These are better,” I said turning to the pieces I had done in the last week. I didn’t want
her to judge my ability on my worst work. My cheeks were hot despite the fact I was willingly
showing her my drawings. For the first time, I felt sorry for giving Randy’s drawing of a vagina
labeled “Angela” to Angela. Becky pushed me aside and went through my notebook like it was a
portfolio.
“You’re better than Nancy,” she said. “But don’t quit your day job.”
“Why not?” I asked, surprised by the compliment.
“You only work on your art when you’re supposed to be doing something else,” Becky
said, patting me on the face as a way to end the conversation. She had never looked more
attractive.
I sulked for the rest of the afternoon, but decided I could change. I could focus on my
studies. I was going to prove Becky wrong, show her that I could be responsible. I studied harder

than I had since failing my practice standardized test in the fifth grade. If I didn’t pass the TAAS
the next spring, I would have been held back as my friends moved on.
Staying in elementary while my friends went to junior high was real motivation. Proving
Becky wrong was not. Part of the problem was that two weeks into my focused studies we had
sex in the gallery. She was helping me study for a management test and I asked her to sit for me
after we closed down. I suggested a bargain like I used to do with my mom. I would study for a
half hour then watch TV or play with friends down the block. With Becky, my proposal was to
study for two hours and then she would take her clothes off. She denied my request and, instead,
we had sex, right then, behind the cash register, without locking the doors or putting up the
closed sign.
Post sex, I wasn’t motivated to prove Becky wrong. As long as I put up the appearance of
responsibility, she seemed happy. I studied when she was helping me, went back to sketching her
portrait when she wasn’t, and continued to spend most of my time outside the gallery smoking
with Nancy. My two weeks of focusing and Becky’s help did get me a B in intro to business,
though I knew I wasn’t going to be as lucky in accounting. I failed every quiz during the first
week of class. Since it was summer school, there wasn’t any coming back.
I couldn’t successfully run the gallery on my own. I hated doing math and messing with
the books. I assumed there would be some computer program to take care of all the numbers and
taxes and shit. I would keep the shop open, package and mail the overseas orders, and cuddle
with snow bunnies. But Becky still used a pencil and calculator though she said I could set up a
spreadsheet if I wanted to. She showed me a couple of programs she had purchased over the

years, some better than others, but none as easy as I needed. I would have had to write out some
equations, which wasn’t going to happen.
I was still acting like I was responsible, though. While once again sketching Becky from
across the room in mid-July, I told her the classes were going well and I could see how they
would help me run the gallery. I wouldn’t be able to do as good a job as she had the last ten
years, but I would do alright.
“You should come to Texas with me,” Becky said.
I stared at my accounting book and muttered some nonsense that in no way helped the
situation.
“That was unfair,” Becky said, getting up from her computer and wiping her eyes. “I
shouldn’t ask you to give this up after you’ve worked so hard this summer.”
She was crying. She was crying because she cared about me. All my other girlfriends
only cried when they were mad at me. I stopped her before she could go upstairs, wrapping her
in an uncomfortable bear hug from the back. Her legs went limp and I wasn’t sure if I was
supposed to hold her up or let her gently collapse or pick her up Gone with the Wind style. We
both ended up falling onto the floor. We lay there a while then without saying a word she
punched me in the shoulder and went upstairs. After I closed the gallery for the day, I tried to go
up to her apartment, but her door was locked and she wouldn’t respond to my knocking.
“I can get you part time work with my company in Huntsville,” Becky said as we sat on
the same patio where she had abandoned me earlier that summer. I hadn’t seen or heard from her
in three days. I would go to the gallery, open the shop, hope she would come down from her

apartment, then go home after knocking on her locked door. I didn’t open the gallery that
morning since it was Monday and I had worked the weekend by myself. About noon Becky
called saying the words taco and beer then hung up.
“It’ll keep you out of trouble and I can be your agent. You can run the gallery’s finances
from Texas and I’ve already bought a house out there so no rent . . . for you, at least.” She rolled
her eyes at the end of the statement, either trying to appear nonchalant or upset with herself at
enabling my bum status.
“Wait. So are you asking me to move with you because you want me to be an artist or
because you’re in love with me?”
“No one ever, ever said love, haus,” Becky said, sitting up straight in her chair. “I’m
offering you a living situation better than living in Taos. Do you want it or not?”
Staying in Taos with only my mother for socialization did seem rough and why wouldn’t
I take the opportunity to live somewhere for free. Becky’s offer seemed more pragmatic than
romantic so I agreed not realizing the scope of her motherly intentions. As we sat eating tacos
she told me about a three-pronged plan she had made to get me into some big art galleries within
five years. She had a job lined up to give me something more to do than watch TV all day and
she even had a daily schedule for us that she started to show me then hid it away saying it was
silly. The more plans she revealed that involved her taking care of me, the more excited she got
about what she had started calling “our future.”
Apparently, Becky got off on playing the caretaker and I was totally into it. I hadn’t gone
for that nurturing type when dating or sleeping around, though one chick I hooked up with a
couple of times liked to hold my head up while I drank from a water bottle. But as I sat on the

patio with a beer in my hand, the thought of someone actually taking care of me seemed to be
enough to pack up my two trash bags and hit the road. I love my mother but Nancy was more of
a presence than an actual parental figure.
Later that week, Becky decided to hire back the trainee she fired when she knew we were
coming to town, but Nancy stopped her.
“I’m getting out of Austin,” Nancy announced during her second visit to the gallery all
summer. “I’m selling my house and staying in Taos.” She kept her pose as if waiting for
applause.
Nancy had everything planned. She would convert Becky’s apartment into a studio, run
the gallery herself, and give people tours of her “creative space”.
“How will you get a washing machine up there?” I asked.
“Don’t be crude, child.”
Becky warned me that the gallery might be doomed. I told her I couldn’t do any better
selling Nancy’s work if I stayed in town. Becky agreed and the next morning we started our trek
across eastern New Mexico and the entire width of Texas in Becky’s ’88 Boneville. We were
discussing our future when we hit the Texas border. Becky told me about the house she bought
and the company she was working for, a place called American Corporation for Community
Education and Development. I thought it was some nonprofit that built private schools and
community rec centers, Becky informed me they owned and operated private prisons in
Louisiana and East Texas.
“Whoa, I can’t be a guard,” I said.

“Why not?”
“They will stab me. They will stab me dead.”
“Think of it as an art project,” Becky said after realizing I was upset. “You’ll be paid to
stare at people. That’s your dream job.”
“Isn’t there a coffee shop or something? Anything but a guard.”
Becky made sure I was looking at her before she rolled her eyes then said that I could
wuss out and become a barista. This seemed like a perfectly fair compromise. I could handle her
displeasure with me. I could not handle being in a locked building with three hundred convicts.
“See that wasn’t so bad,” I said.
“What wasn’t so bad?”
“Our first fight as a couple.”
“Easy, killer. Couple is a pretty strong word right now.”
This statement surprised me. First, I was usually the one who was slowing down the
commitment talk and being on the other side was not fun. Second, I couldn’t see how we weren’t
a couple. We were moving states so we could live together, that’s exactly what couples do. I
pointed this out and Becky said I should think of this as a business arrangement that happened to
involve sex. Whatever the situation, I was happy to have someone looking out for me. Moving
with Becky was the first time I felt I had a strong maternal presence in my life. I made the
mistake of saying this out loud.
“Are you calling me your mother?” Becky asked, swerving the car a bit.

“I’m calling you the exact opposite,” I said. “Mom was never this maternal with me. You
take much better care of me than she ever did.”
Somewhere between Amarillo and Wichita Falls, we had to roll the windows down
because the screaming. Becky said she wasn’t my mom because she could kick me out of her
house at any moment. I said Nancy had done that several times so that made her even more like
my mom. Becky slammed on the breaks and the car came to a halt. My two trash bags of clothes
fell out of the backseat and onto the floor.
“Get out of my car,” Becky said.
“No,” I told her.
“Get out of my fucking car,” she yelled.
I crossed my arms and sat back in my seat. There was no way I was getting out of her car
in the middle of nowhere. I would have to walk for hours before I reached the next town and I
could tell Becky was serious and would not come back to get me. Nancy had the same type of
stubbornness and made me walk home from the grocery store and mall several times. I realized
that thoughts like these were what upset Becky so much. But if she didn’t want me to compare
her to my mom, she shouldn’t be taking care of me like a mom.
Becky hit the gas pedal. She passed the speed limit and let the odometer keep climbing.
Somewhere around a hundred miles an hour she reached back and grabbed one of my bags from
the floor. She put the bag in her lap then held the steering wheel with her right hand. I started
asking her what she was going to do with my bag but she either ignored me or couldn’t hear
because the wind was so loud with the windows down. She grabbed the bag with her left hand

and held it out the window. I was yelling that she was going to lose half of all my worldly
possessions. The road curved to left and the pressure was too much, the garbage bag ripped open
and my clothes flew in the air landing on the road and in the grass and on the barbed-wire fence
that kept the cows from wandering onto the highway.
“What the fuck, Nancy!” I yelled.
Becky heard that. She didn’t say a word but pulled the car over. I jumped out and ran to
my clothes thinking the cows standing along the fence might be hungry. Becky got out of the car
and slammed the door. I could see her chewing on her bottom lip as she leaned against the back
of the car watching me. I was afraid she was going to hit me when I got back to the car. She had
the same look Nancy would get when she was waiting to paddle me. I couldn’t stop making
comparisons. I thought about the time my mother had thrown a toy car out the window as we
drove to Dallas because she told me to quit running it over the steering wheel. Or the first time
she had an agent drop her and we drove from Austin to Houston going ninety miles an hour the
whole time. The similarities didn’t seem to end.
As I continued to compare the woman I finally realized I loved and admired to the
woman I was moving to Huntsville with, I also realized the cattle were in no way interested in
my underwear and dirty jeans, but I didn’t know what else to do besides run around gathering my
things even though they didn’t seem to be going anywhere.

Andre Zucker
Dust

Paul Banks still thought I could not understand English. It was
our last time together naked in the dark fields. I had moved to
the Bronx in the summer of 1933 and met him at the end of the
regular season. October was almost over and leaves were falling.
He touched my chin and kissed me. The next day he would go to
Washington DC and play in the last game of the 1933 World
Series. I thought I would have returned home by October, but I
was still in New York City. He moved his hand over my breast. We
were standing in the night lit fields of The Bronx. I chose to
remain silent. He looked at me searching for my feeling. He
pulled me in closer when the wind blew across the fields. He
started talking to me. I was too scared to tell him I knew his
language. I chose to remain silent because I was not willing to
give up a hope for returning home. This was the last time Paul
would touch me. I assumed he was a temporary adventure, I was
wrong. New York City had me much longer than I had ever
expected. He kept talking to me in English. Paul Banks is my
biggest regret. Whispering in my ear and kissing my neck he said
"I love you." A riot would erupt in Washington DC's Griffith
Stadium after the game ended. Baseball riots or unrequited love
were not suppose to be my existence. He never emerged from the
riot. Paul will haunt me.

The New York Giants rented half a building in the Bronx at
the start of their 1933 season. The building was sparsely
occupied because of the depression, the owner rented units to
the Giants to make up for lost revenue. The Giants wanted to be
in the Bronx because of its endless practice fields. Paul Banks
played right field. When the Giants were not practicing, they
smoked, drank and cursed in the stairway. Most of them were farm
boys used to the outdoor life. Occasionally they played cards
with the Hasidic men living in the building. The women and girls
were always kept hidden. My aunt and other women would sweep up
the used cigarette butts littered by the Giants, I often had to
begrudgingly participate. She told me it was a female's
responsibility to keep the living space orderly.
My father sent me to New York from Germany that same season
because he was no longer permitted to be a journalist in Berlin.
He feared for his daughter. I never paid attention to the new
regime and their angry views. Back home I was concerned with my
friends and school. I moved in with my aunt, uncle, and two
cousins. The stay was supposed to be temporary but nobody knew
for how long. The Bronx was strange, it is comprised of mostly
fields in the west and east with grand boulevards in the center.
I imagined I would summer in New York and be back in Germany and
continue going to school. The Jewish families in the building
only spoke Yiddish. After the first week I wanted to know what

date I was leaving. My aunt taught me to sew and employed me in
their shop. I usually stayed until closing, sometimes later. No
one mentioned what was happening across the ocean. Homesickness
set in.
I watched the team practice from my window that faced out
over a neighborhood field. After a few days I wanted to get
closer to the action. The players would run, jump, and dive for
just a tiny ball. The sport was riddled with excitement and
action. The window was not close enough; I walked from the
building to the baseball diamond. I took my place next to crowd
of men watching the game. Everything stopped. All the Giants and
all the hasidic men looked over at me like I had violated
something sacred. My uncle seemed embarrassed. The pitcher
stopped the play and looked and signaled the short stop to my
presence. The wind blew my dress against me outlining my figure.
Paul Banks did not noticed I was there. The manager, at first
base, yelled at them to get back to scrimmage. I rolled my eyes
at all the men. A pitch was hit hard to right field. Paul jumped
in the air, caught the ball and crashed hard onto the grass. A
runner dashed; Paul threw to third base catching him. Blood was
spreading over Paul's right arm sleeve. He looked at me for the
first time and saw me stifled by the sight of blood. He looked
at his ripped shirt and again at me for a second time.
Transfixed by him my body went hot and he said "spirit of

competition." The wind blew hard again and the sun made me
sweat. Paul Banks noticed me.
At the end of September the Giants were in first place and
bound for the World Series. The team returned from the Polo
Grounds dust covered, cheering and celebrating. The men of the
building joined, the women stayed in the periphery. I could not
bare the homesickness anymore. Eventually people started going
to bed and the team was kicked outside. I discretely followed as
the team went out to their scrimmage fields to keep drinking. My
caretakers thought I was already in my bedroom with the door
closed. I watched Paul Banks from the shadows. Paul Banks did
not speak much. The celebrations evaporated and the last of The
Giants went to bed. I missed my friends back home. Paul stayed
outside looking into the lack of illumination. I exited my
shadows and stood next to him. A young woman should never be
alone in the dark. I moved closer to him. He reached out for my
hand. A layer of dust was all over him. He touched my left side.
I would have told him to continue if I had the words to do it.
He put his hand on my hips. He lifted me up and I wrapped around
him. I had sex for the first time on an American baseball field
watching Paul and the stars rotate over the Bronx. Time with
Paul was supposed to be as temporary as my stay in New York. He
spoke to me after sex as I patch-worked the English he was
saying. I lay on his chest thinking about my friends in Germany

and imagined him talking about them. I would catch myself
falling asleep and plan how to sneak back into my caretaker's
apartment. Our bodies were covered by the gritty dust of the
baseball diamond.
Lacking English and carnal passion never allowed Paul and
me to have a conversation. Every single night he would grab me
and chase me, tackle me and I would fight back. We never
exchanged any pleasantries. Our encounters were physical. I'd
pull him in close and scream into the nighttime. After, we would
lie naked and Paul would talk. The building could not see into
the darkness to find us. I was learning English by listening to
Paul. I made sneaking passed my caretakers an art-form. Pieces
of his language told me that Paul came from a farm and the
midwestern dust took it away. His family; Americana devastated;
went West. English was jigsawing together but I never responded,
he never paused for acknowledgment. Paul told me how a recruiter
brought him to New York City. English and Paul Banks formed
simultaneously. We continued our rituals every single night. The
Bronx at night belonged to us. We ran naked through the pitch
black. When the daylight arrived Paul and I gave it all back to
the civilized.
The New York Giants entered the 1933 World Series against
the Washington Senators. The team had a one week break before
the first game at the Polo Grounds. Paul traded his sleep for

passion and stayed out longer with me. He would smile more, stop
talking and listen to the silence. I still felt like going home,
but my time with Paul helped me forget. With a break from
baseball Paul was more relaxed. He cuddled and kissed me. I was
distant but hid it behind my language. The team would practice
and Paul's eyes would discreetly wander for me. Paul knew
nothing of Germany. The night before the game he kept asking me
questions and I refused to respond. Suddenly he got silent.
"English?" he said. It felt like he was asking me to be an
American. I shook my head no. His shoulders dropped. I wanted
Paul and I wanted Berlin, I did not get both.
Without telling Paul I went to the Polo Grounds for the
first World Series game. I could not get a ticket inside. There
was nothing but pandemonium around the east side of Manhattan.
People were screaming cheers and agony. Children and grown men
were having fist fights. I was the only woman alone in this.
Teenagers were scaling the side of the stadium to see the
action. Thugs waited for the loosing team to beat on. I felt I
could scream at the top of my lungs and blend in without notice.
A man approached me, I shot him a metallic glance that made him
turn away. Then a sudden wave of silence rippled through the
chaos. The game had begun. Everyone listened to the broadcasts
over the wireless with the ritualistic silence.
My mind wandered as the game progressed. No German would

understand this if I had been able to tell them. I only started
listening when Paul came up to bat. His hands gripping the bat
like he was pulling me closer. He swung too hard for the first
strike. Three months in America and I understood baseball like I
was born into it. A second strike. Outside The Polo Grounds I
could feel the dust and field. I was one moment farther away
from my home. He struck out. The Giants won but Paul did not
return to bat.
That night he came to the dark field and ripped my clothes
off. During Game 2 I returned to the stadium. I never told him I
stood outside the Polo Grounds. As he grabbed me I wondered if
he knew my name or where I was from. I never told him anything.
He made a good play in Game 2 but nothing any fan noticed. I lay
looking at the stars, naked, silent next to Paul. The Giants won
the game six to one.

"I love you." He looked at me waiting for

something to register. I understood his words but did not
respond. "You are who I need in my life." Game 3 started the
next day and resulted in the Giants first loss. "Please say
something. Anything... any language." The team required a police
escort back to the Bronx just to avoid a lynching. "Why won't
you talk?"

When the team returned to the building they were

silent. "Do you understand me?" He asked. I stood vapid.
"Please... understand me."
Game 4 and 5 were played in Washington DC. I listened to

Game 4 while I packed a bag. The Giants won, but Paul struck out
twice. His words stuck in me. The Bronx was empty at night. I
missed Paul and did not realize it until Game 4. His second
strike out made me cry. My aunt asked why I was upset. Regrets
were replacing homesickness. I never told Paul that I spent my
last bit of money on a ticket to see him play. I had a plan. All
the things I did not say to Paul were gestating inside me. Win
or lose I would tell Paul I loved him. I boarded a train at Penn
Station. I wanted to tell him that he was my best and only
friend. Paul could have been my shelter but I did not know I was
homeless. I would give up going home for Paul. We would speak
each other's languages and grow old. The train pulled into
Washington DC's Union Station. I was never going back to Berlin
again. I exited the train to a riotous scene where New Yorkers
and Washingtonians were having fist fights over baseball. The
Washington Senators were down by three games. Germany was
growing more fanatical. I walked alone from the station to the
Griffith Stadium and used every last cent I had to buy a ticket
for myself. I needed Paul to be part of me. Before the game
everybody sang the American national anthem. I was 18 years old.
The Giants took an early lead. I wish I spoken, I wish I had
known myself enough to know Paul Banks. The Senators retaliated,
but by the 9th inning the Giants were up 16 to 11.
The crowd was angry. I dreamed about a day that never came

when I would share a bed with Paul. People were murderous,
yelling at both teams. I became conscious of my journey. There
were two outs and the final batter for The Senators approached
the plate. The fans fell silent. Paul did not see me from right
field. The first pitch was swung at and rose high and long. I
was willing to run naked through the fields because I always
believed that one day Germany would regain its sanity. The
enraged crowd looked into the sun watching the ball fly. My
Germany went missing. The ball started to descend into right
field. I failed Paul Banks. Paul yelled, "This one is mine." My
future should have been Paul's. The ball sailed into his glove
for the final play of 1933. Paul's shoulders and head dropped. I
wish I told him I was in Washington DC that day. He lifelessly
threw the ball back to the pitcher. I loved him. The game was
over.

Washingtonians charged the field begging for blood.

Drunk men slammed into me as they went to the field to kill
someone. The police rushed in and engaged the crowd. The players
were rushed away. A dust cloud rose from the field and through
it Paul was looking at me. "I'm sorry." I said through the dust
and riot.
Then he vanished. For a moment the newspapers asked about
the missing world series champion. An erratic Europe, American
depression and new president dropped a shadow over Paul's
disappearance. I went to the darkened fields alone to cry. No

one knew about us. Reporters speculated that he had boarded a
train and gone back to the dust. Others thought that he was one
of the faceless bodies murdered in the riot. He was real gone.
The New York Giants never returned to the World Series. I
screamed as loud as I could into the darkness of the Bronx. My
Berlin and my New York died. I slept in the fields and my aunt
would hide me from the neighbors at daybreak. The Giants and
Senators would eventually move west. The fields were empty. I
never saw my parents again. The Polo Grounds and Griffith
Stadium were both demolished. Paul was occasionally remembered
in the annals of baseball history; but not anymore. I refused to
wash the dust off my clothing. Cities get bigger. Buildings and
lights eradicated the darkened Bronx fields. The war came. I
visit what is left of our fields to speak with memories of Paul.
I don't scream any more. I look through the darkness and wait
for him to emerge, well met, covered in dust, telling me there's
enough time to correct my mistakes.

Christopher Mulrooney
drum

not only that the dried skin of a cactus
worth 2¢ plain on the open market
still pricked you understand and reedy and jade green
with the sunlight through it this is all the rage
a dull thump in more ways than one
here’s 25¢ go buy yourself a squirt of lemon with that
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